
HPCL SUCCtrSSRLLY COMPLTTtrS
INDHS LOIiGtrST 18' DHMtrTtrR IIDD

istory was made on the
morning of March 30,2018,
when at 8:00 am the pipe

string made its way out across River
Sabarmati, bringing smiles to the faces
of a tired yet overjoyed project execution
team. lt was a fitting finale to months and
hours of meticulous planning, hard work
and safe execution of India's longest 18"
Dia HDD crossing executed till date.

HPCL successfully completed with
commendable support from the project
EPlVlC, M/s ElL, and the laying contractor,
M/s Corrtech International, India's
longest 18" Diameter HDD {Horizontal
Directional Drilling) spanning the River
Sabarmati and amounting to a total
length of 2,239 metres. The crossing was
executed by deployment of a mammoth
660-ton HDD Rig at the site. The entire
crossing length across river Sabarmat
was envisaged to be about 4,000 metres
during the engineering stage, which was
unheard of in the pipeline industry in
India, Moreover, most of the construction
equipment for this project was almost
impossible to mobilise.

The execution of such a long water
body crossing has been made easy
with technological advancements in

the pipeline construction industry. Way
back in '1997, a similar crossing had
to be executed by HPCL across rivef"
Godavarifor WSPL project. Back then,
in the absence of HDD methodology
and equipment in the country, above
ground terrestrial bridge of 2,600-metre
span had to be constructed for laying

the pipeline. This required construction
of a total number of 52 piers including 6
well-type piers at the staggering cost of
Rs 26 crore over a time span of two years.
Acute challenges were faced during the
construction of a bridge, especially during
rainy seasons and river floods, recurring
operations, security and maintenance
cost of the bridge, and ensuring safety in
construction and laying of the pipeline on
the bridge at alltimes,

Advancement of technology for
pipeline laying activities coupled with
GPS-enabled geo-mapping and survey
techniques has ensured in safe. incident-
free execution and completion of the

@ emru;l;
PVPL project, Vadodara achieved a

key milestone wirh the completion of
Horizontal Directional Drilling(HDD)
ofSabarmati River in PVPL Part-A.
This HDD has the raredistinction
of being the LONGEST in India for
l8 inch dia. cross-country pipeline
#ElLprojects

Construct theHorizontalD;rectionalDrilling
(HDD) for peline near River Sabarmati.

Sabarmati river crossing in a much
shorter span of only four months at a
lower cost of Rs 22 crore on date.

This engineering feat has been
accomplished after months of
extensive ground work, round the clock
preparations, duly established and
followed quality and safety procedures
and with dedicated team effort from
allthe stakeholders - HPCL, EIL and
Corftech International. The execution
of this crossing has also added another
feather in the cap of the Pipelines
Department for delivering state-of-the-aft
infrastructure to the Nation. Kudos for a
job well done.

ARNEET SINGH SARNA
Assistant Manager - Projects, PVPL,
Vadodara
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